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Iterative Procedure for Evaluating a Transient
ResponseThrough its Power Series

Introduction. We discuss here a particular method of evaluating a time

function, such as a transient response, from its Laplace transform. We shall

assume the Laplace transform of F(t),

(1) F(S) =   f°° e-'F(t) dt
Jo

is given, and is of the form

-       m AqQS»-1 + ASS»-2 +■■■+ A"s-tS + ¿V-i

U U " S» + biS»-1 + ¿>2S"-2 + • • • + bx-iS + bx '

(The superscript 0 of the A's does not indicate a power, but is used as a super-

script for reasons which will appear presently.)

We require in (2) that the denominator be of higher degree than the numer-

ator, which is necessary if F(t) is a Laplace transform. We shall always assume

also that we have F(S) written with the coefficient of SN in the denominator equal

to unity, as in equation (2).

The method described below is an iterative method for obtaining the quan-

tities ay in MacLaurin series for F(t), which we write in the form

(3) F(i) =  £ay^-

The method has the advantage that it is not necessary to know the roots of

the numerator or denominator of F(S). The series (3) will converge for all

positive values of t, although for larger values of / a great many terms may be

needed. This, however, is not too great a disadvantage for digital purposes,

since the method for computing the ay's is an iterative one. It is necessary, how-

ever, to have some idea of how many terms will be needed, and a criterion for this

is also given below and discussed. The theoretical derivations are given in

the Appendix.

Method for Computing the ay's. The method for computing the ay's, the theory

of which is discussed in the Appendix, is as follows : We start with the coefficients

Ao°, Ai\ ■■■, ¿V-i, ii, h, ■ ■ ■, 6»    of (2).
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Then

ao = ¿o°.

We next evaluate the numbers Ao1, At1, • • •, A1n-\ as follows:

Ao1     = Ai« - aobi

Ai1      = Ai" — aob2

(4)

Alx-i = A°n-i — aobN-i

A1!?-! — — ao&jv.

Then

Then we evaluate

ai = A o •

(5)

Ai2     = Ai1 - ctib2

A2fi-i = A^s-i — aibN-i

A2n-i = — aibn

and a2 = Ao2, and so on. (Again the superscripts 1,2, etc., are merely super-

scripts and do not indicate powers of the .4's.)    In contracted notation we have

ay = Ao'

(6) A{+1 = Ai+i - ajbk+i,    0 < k < N - 2

A^li = — ayô at

when j = 0, 1, 2, 3, etc.

Thus the numbers ay can be obtained and substituted in equation (3) to

give F(t).

Number of Terms. It is difficult to estimate the exact number of terms of the

series (3) necessary to give a prescribed accuracy. However, it is shown in the

Appendix that if we wish to have F(t) accurate to within ±é with 0 < / < to,

neglecting numerical round-off errors, it is sufficient to have n > no, where

(n + 1) is the number of terms (counting the 0 order term), and

m ri   um.   t..   \A(l+b)l(l+b)» - 1]]
(7) no = e(l + b)to + In [_-2èe(e _ 1}-\i

here A is the maximum of the numbers |^4o°|, Mi°|, •••, |-4V-i| ; b is the

maximum of the numbers |&i|, \b2\, ■ ■ -, \b¡f\; and e is the base of the natural

logarithms—"In" denotes the natural logarithm.
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It should be borne in mind that the above criterion may give more terms

than are actually necessary in a particular case. However, it has the advantage

that it offers a method of determining the number of terms from the function

F (S) alone, without necessarily having advance knowledge concerning the func-

tion F(t).

As an illustration we consider two simple cases where F(t) is easily evaluated

by elementary methods. First consider

P(S) =
5+1

Then we know

F(t) = e-K

(Our iterative procedure will give ay = (—1)'.)

In this case, A = b = N = 1. U we take t0 = 5 seconds, and e = 10~3, sub-

stitution in equation (7) gives wo = 31.3, so we would use 33 terms (counting

the 0 order term). However if we take n = 17, our error is less than 518/18! which

is less than 10~3. 517/17! is greater than 10-3. Thus the actual number that we

need in this case is m = 17, or 18 terms, so that equation (7) gave us far too many.

Next consider

Here again we can find directly that

F(t) = er' + e~m

so in this case

ai= (-1)'[10' + 1].

Substitution in (7), with the same to and e as in the previous case, gives

n0 = 171.6 so that we would use 173 terms according to our formula. The

number of terms that is actually needed in this case is around 145. Thus in this

case again our formula gives too many terms, but not by as large a ratio as in

the previous case.

Appendix

The method under discussion is based on the expansion of F (S) around the

point at infinity.    Thus we substitute Í/Z for S and get

(8) f(Z) - F( -) ■ Z{Ä0° + Ä1°Z + ' ' ' + ^V-lZ*~'l
\z) 1 + biZ + ■ ■ ■ + bNZN

Next we write

(9) f(Z) = Zg(Z)
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SO

(10) g(Z) = —

where

(11) Po(Z) = ¿o° + A{Z + • • • + 4'^iZ*-1

and

(12) Q(Z) = l+biZ+---+bNZ».

Now g(Z) is analytic at the origin (Z = 0), and so it has a MacLaurin series:

(13) g(Z) = a0 + aiZ + otiZ2 + ■■-.

We shall show presently that these coefficients a,-, are the same as the ay in

equation (3), and also that the series (3) converges for all values of t.

To evaluate the ay in equation (13) we use the method of [1], which becomes

somewhat simpler in this case since we are expanding around the origin. From

(10) and (13) we have

(14) Po(Z) = Q(Z)[ao + aiZ + a2Z2 +•••]•

Then

(15) «o = — = At.

Now, having ao, we note that

Po(Z) - aoQ(Z)

has 0 as a root, so we can define another polynomial

(16) „w_«fi^sSSB.

Then

(17) Pi(Z) = Ao1 + ASZ + AJZ2 +■■■ + A^-iZ»-1

and the coefficients Akl are given by equations (4). We then have

(18) Pi(Z) = Q(Z)[_ai + a2Z + a^Z2 + •••]•

Thus we get

(19) ai = — = AoK

Then defining the polynomial

A,~      />i(Z) - a!Q(Z)
MZ) =---,
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we get

(20) p2(Z) = Ao2 + Ai2Z + ■ ■ ■ + A2„-iZ»-

where the coefficients -4i2 are given by equations (5).    Then a2 = Ao2. If we

continue in this manner we get the iterative relationships (6).

Next we shall use the method of [2] to prove equation (3), since this will

assist us in obtaining an error criterion. Suppose e is a small positive number. We

want to show that in a given interval, 0 — to, we can choose n0 such that when

n > no,

B       V

F(t)~   £«,--77
y-o     3-

< (,    0 < to < to.

First let ri be a positive number such that all the roots of Q(Z) are greater than

fi in absolute value. Then g(Z) is analytic for \Z\ < rx, and so also is

(21) HZ) =
PÁZ)
Q(Z)'

From equation (18) we see that

(22) h(Z) = £ aiZ'-K

The series (22) will converge uniformly for \Z\<rx. Thus if we let

(23) Rn(Z) £  a&*
J-n+l

then for any positive number ei we can find w0(ei) such that \Rn(Z) \ < a when

\Z\ < r\ and n > no(ei).

ei can be any positive number and we will choose

(24)
2«   -1"

«i = — e ".
r\

Since the point—f- iO is to the right of all the singularities of F(S), we have

by the inversion theorem

(25) 2tíF(í)

—h**"

-f. P(S)e"dS

—M °°

-f. ,toS>-+>
dS.

The last step follows from equations (8), (9), and (13) substituting 1/5 for Z.

Next we consider the function

(26) Fn(t) = £ «y
t>

j-o
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The Laplace transform of t'/jl is J_ (j = 0,1,2, •••)•

Thus by the inversion theorem

(27) 2*iFn(t) = £«;Tjri

Then for n > n0(ei), we have

(28) \F(t)-Fn(t)\

-h* «

5»'+1
d5

=-ir2t| Ji

—H' °°

e"^dS -¿Zea   f
;'-o      •'i

i~H.

5Í+1
¿5

2ff I
._J_¿ w i?. (I)

S2
dS

/_:

\ - + *y I
-+iyt \ri I

(i+*y

¿y
2ir

<
e!«'

■£

/-/o

dy te

Ti2

riir
[Viir] < e

if 0 < / < io- The numbers, to and « may have any positive values. Once they are

chosen we choose ei by equation (24), and then find Wo(«i). The actual finding of

a number no, after having found «i is the task which we will consider next. How-

ever we have proved that the series of equation (3) converges to F(t) for all

positive t. Also we see that the number w0 which makes | F(t) — Fn(t)\ < t for

t = t0, also does so for all values of t between 0 and to.

Next we ask the question : Having given ei from equation (24), how do we

actually find a number n0 such that |i?n(Z)| < ei when \Z\ < ri and n > ra0?

We must do this in order to have a formula for obtaining a sufficient number of

terms in the series (3). Also we have not yet chosen ru except to say that it is less

than the modulus of each of the roots of Q(Z).

First of all we define

(29) ro = j-Lj

where b is the maximum of the numbers |¿>i|, \b2\, ■ ■ bN | • Then for

1

Z\ < ro,

(30) ie(«iai-4rT-s + (íT3)'+''+(n^)1

—(rh)
-(ihr
-(rb)

(1 + b)»
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Thus all the roots of Q(Z) are outside the circle \Z\ = r0. Now we choose

a

(31) ri = 8u = ^^ ,

where 8 is as yet undetermined, except that

0 < 8 < 1.

Then for \Z\ < n, we have

(32) Ä„(Z) =    £   ayZ'-1 = *(Z) - EayZ'-1.
J-n+1 )-l

Also

Ä«-"(0)
(33)

(j-1)!

where hw(Z) is the kth derivative of h(Z). From Cauchy's integral formula,

we have

J_    C   h(w

2iri JC.W -
(34) h(Z) = —. d    "^W\dw

'    'CoW

and

(35) ».»_£/_==<_*. h(w)

rCo (w~^zy^

if |Z| < ri, where Co is the circle |w| = ro.

Thus, for \Z\ < ft,

1    S   h(w) n Z*~l  f h(w)
(36) Rn(Z) =~4>  -±\dw -E7TÍ  -V*».

2ttî JCow - z ,._, 2« yCo W

The second term

(37) ¿f?/^*
,-_i 2« yc, W

2tÍJCo   w    j=1\îî>/ 2iriJCo   w    I    _ Z\

\        w)

dw

2iriJc¡¡w — Z 2«^c0 (w — Z)\w)

Hence

(38) x.» -i /-ii^-^y*2ttî ./Co (w — Z) \w /
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Thus, since | Z | < rx = Oro,

,~^ , „ /„m ^   1        -^ „ -^ön

(39) ^^^^^r^^^ö^)

where M is the maximum of the function \h(w) | on the circle Co-

On the circle Co, we have

(40) \Hw)\=\^l<(l+b)»\Pi(w)\,
\Q(w)\

using (30).

The coefficients Akl of £i(Z) are given by equations (4), and since ao = Ao",

we see from these equations that

(41) \A¿\<A(l+b),   k = 0,l,---,(N-l),

where A is the maximum of the numbers |-4o°|, Mi°|, ■ • *, |.4V-i| •

Thus on the circle Co,

(42) |„W|<^(1+t)[1+ri:3 + (r^),+...+ (r^)'"-']

t -(-LA*

1 + 6
Therefore, using (40),

1      \l+ô/        A(l +M<A(l+b)™- _=.l(l+TOl+^-l]

1-
i + b

Thus, returning to condition (39) we see that for \Z\< ru

(43) iJM^álLUBB^paE.

Thus, we wish to have

Ají +¿>)2[(1 + b)» - l]g»

¿(1 - « " < *
This will be true if

¿(l + è)2[(l+ *>)"- 1]

(i)- Mi - 9)
that is,

n >

.   \A(\ + b)*l(\ + b)» - \y\ln L Mj - g J

-0)
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Thus we have found a number «o(ei) which has the required property, namely

r¿(i + ¿>)2[(i+¿>)*-i]iln I Mi - e) J
(44) «o =-

ln 0)
In order to relate «i to «, the desired maximum error in F(t), and the interval

(0 to to), we use equations (24) and (31), and get

(1 +w.

p(i+ t)[(i+ &)*-!> ;  ]

n L 26(1 -g)t J

(45)
p(l+6)[(l+6)*-l]g1

(1 + 6)<0       " L 26(1 - 9)t J

We still have not chosen 0, except to say that it is a positive number less than

unity. We somewhat arbitrarily choose 8 so as to make the to term as small as

possible, i.e., the value which makes 0 ln (1/8) maximum.    This value is

(46) » = r*.

Thus

m   .-.(.+».H-r+^_^"]]
which is the same as equation (7).
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